Most of the Rebel fire proved ineffective since it overshot the Union troopers advancing below. Simple excitement was partially responsible. Although many of the southerners fought on foot, others aimed their shotgun blasts from the back of nervous horses. Also, the trajectory of fire for black-powder weapons accounts for the failure of shots to connect. Muzzle velocity of Civil War small arms was quite slow, requiring careful calculations for barrel elevation to make shots travel to the desired target. Elevations that would place a shot accurately at a given distance on a level surface result in overshots against a target at the same distance on a downhill slope. This fortunate circumstance for the Union troops emboldened their rush up the hillside as the Rebels poured volley after volley against them.
Colonel MacDonald on Shelby's right counterattacked at one point during the assault and momentarily stalled the Federal's thrust to the mountaintop, but a glance to the road in the distance convinced him of the futility of further resistance. "Long lines of infantry and cavalry appeared," he wrote later in his report, "until it seemed that all Yankeedom had turned out."57 Shelby had another horse shot from under him, and as the Federals steadily advanced to the top of the mountain, he finally ordered his men to remount and withdraw again, preparing to deploy them in the same manner as he had during the retreat from Newburg. As they descended the road to Morrow's house, they passed the Arkansas cavalry which Carroll had positioned along the road and ungraciously berated them for having taken no part in the hot engagement below.
Once he observed the enemy withdrawal, Blunt ordered his artillery forward again, and Stover's light guns raced ahead to make the new Union line at the top of the mountain. There the Federal advance had paused as Carroll's last serviceable howitzer opened up from the roadway ahead, supported by members of Colonel J. C. Monroe's regiment. Stover unlimbered and made short work of the enemy's resistance, splintering the carriage of the gun with one well-placed shot. Monroe's men, probably irritated at the taunting of their Missouri comrades, fiercely countercharged the Yankees to buy a few precious moments in which to save the gun. Once again they improvised a rope-sling and dragged the piece off to safety.58 The fact that the Confederate reports do not mention the flag of truce should not be seen as concrete evidence that they had not offered one. General Hindman, the Confederate commander, used a flag of truce just over a week later at Prairie Grove to screen the withdrawal of his mangled forces after that day's fight. In his report on the incident, Hindman claimed again that it was the Union forces who requested the humanitarian intermission from the slaughter rather than himself. In view of the evidence, the conclusion must be reached that the battle of Cane Hill was indeed terminated not by darkness, but by the white flag of Marmaduke's army.
Blunt's failure to take the enemy's guns at the end of the day can partially be blamed on the exhaustion of his troops. The distance they covered, especially given the nature of the ground, is incredible. The Federals marched about nineteen miles from start to finish, and the terrain, with its hollows, rocky ledges, and thick woods, required the men to actually cover a distance considerably greater. Perhaps even more incredible are the casualty figures. Out of a force of approximately two thousand, the Confederates reported five killed, twenty-eight wounded, and six missing.74 Maj. Robert Henry Smith reported in a letter to his wife that the southern losses stood at ten killed and fifty wounded.75 The Union army officially admitted eight killed and thirty-six wounded out of approximately five thousand men who accompanied the expedition, with Lieutenant Campbell specifically mentioned as having been taken prisoner. Even if we add a dozen or so to the butcher's bill, the casualties in this fight were very low for both sides.
As the cold November night enveloped the exhausted soldiers in the Cove Creek valley, General Blunt ordered a withdrawal of all the troops at the front and a countermarch back to Cane Hill. Picking up stragglers along the road and loading wounded into the wagons prevented the men from making much As we look back at the Civil War and study the clashes which highlight the conflict, we are sometimes like spectators at a courtroom drama. "Who won?" we ask, as if our ancestors's life and death struggles were closing arguments from which a judge must make a decision. The battle of Cane Hill provides no easy answer to this desire to find winners and losers. The Yankees gained the ground that cold November day and pushed the Rebels back down the road to Van Buren, depriving them of the badly needed foodstuffs which abounded in the Cane Hill area. On the other hand, the southerners got away with all the supplies they had seized during the preceding week and managed to draw Blunt south to Cane Hill, both of which were their likely objectives. The Federals displayed remarkable tenacity in their pursuit and equally abysmal judgement in their hasty attempt to capture the enemy artillery. The southerners managed to successfully duel a force nearly three times their size, yet were unable to prevent the Federals from gaining the Cove Creek road. All of these factors must be taken into account when we judge the results of the Cane Hill battle, and if, in the parlance of the courtroom, we are left with z hung jury, we probably come closest to the truth. 76 Palmer, Forty Days, 220-22 1 . 77Ross to Ross, November 30, 1862, Ross Correspondence.
